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Teaching for Social Justice: (Post-)Model Minority Moments

Candace J. Chow
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Abstract

Much of the literature on model minority discourse focuses on impacts of this stereotype on students. Though the Asian American teacher population is small, it is useful to consider how this stereotype also affects the work of Asian American teachers, their identities, and their pedagogy. This article examines how two Southeast Asian American teachers envision teaching for social justice. Although it appears that these two teachers are products of the model minority stereotype because they have succeeded educationally, a closer examination of their educational pathways reveals that many obstacles, including poverty and a lack of English fluency, could have easily prevented them from being educationally successful if not for the intervention of their teachers. Analyzing these teachers’ narratives allows us to reflect on how the model minority stereotype produces moments of tension for Asian American educators. At the same time, an examination of these teachers’ dedication to teaching and mentoring low-income students of color allows us to imagine a post-model minority moment, where Asian American teachers disrupt the model minority stereotype by working to advance the education of all students of color.
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Introduction

Scholarship on Asian Americans in education has focused heavily on the student experience, both at the P–12 and higher education levels. Much of this literature explores how Asian American students are racialized by and respond to the model minority stereotype. (A detailed list of such scholarship can be found in Hartlep, 2013). In contrast,
fewer studies on Asian American teachers exist, particularly with regard to how they are influenced by this stereotype (Morita-Mullaney & Greene, 2015). This paper explores how two Southeast Asian American teachers negotiate the model minority myth while actualizing their visions of teaching for social justice.

The Asian American population is only 6% of the nation’s population (U.S. Census, 2015), and Asian American teachers are only 2% of the total teaching force (NCES, 2011-2012). The paucity of Asian American teachers has been the subject of many earlier studies on Asian American teachers (Gordon, 2000; Rong & Preissle, 1997). Such studies conclude that the lack of Asian American teachers is largely due to personal choice. Asian Americans do not go into teaching because they feel inadequate to work with students of different races (Gordon, 2000), they fear failure (Gordon, 2000), they fear discrimination from students, colleagues, and parents (Gordon, 2000; Rong & Preissle, 1997), and they face parental pressure to secure a high-status and high-paying career (Gordon, 2000; Rong & Preissle, 1997). Moreover, unlike African American and Latino teachers, some Asian American teachers report not seeing their ethnicity as playing an important role in their teaching careers (Gordon, 2000). While these studies imply that Asian under-representation is the aggregate result of personal choice, it is also possible that Asian Americans do not become teachers because racial discourses send implicit and explicit messages to Asian Americans that they do not belong in such professions.

In fact, other literature shows that teacher education programs can be culturally exclusive (Sheets & Chew, 2002), that both cooperating teachers and children in classrooms can play a role in enacting racism toward pre-service Asian American teachers (Newton, 2003), and that Asian American teachers feel silenced by students, stereotyped by colleagues, and doubted by parents (Goodwin, Genishi, Asher & Woo, 2006; Ngyuen, 2009; Suzuki, 1998). It is only when Asian American teachers feel comfortable speaking about race in the classroom that they incorporate issues of race and racism into their curriculum in explicit ways (Philip, 2014; Suzuki, 1998). Collectively, these studies show how Asian American teachers have been silenced by teacher education programs and by interactions with their peers, their students, and their students’ parents.

This article seeks to enhance our understandings of Asian American teachers’ classroom experiences, particularly around their negotiation of social identities (including but not limited to race, ethnicity, gender, and class) and how their identities influence their pedagogy. I examine how two Southeast Asian American teachers negotiate the stereotypes that are associated with the model minority in the context of their own schooling experiences and with respect to teaching low-income students of color. I explore how the model minority stereotype produces moments of tension for these teachers and their students.

I begin the following section by exploring how the model minority stereotype can be used as a framework for understanding identity and pedagogy. Following this conceptual framework, I explain my methods and present my data. My data analysis section concludes with my participants’ responses to the data analyses. Finally, I conclude by providing recommendations for how to equip all teachers to teach for social justice.
Understanding Teachers’ Identities through the Model Minority Stereotype

Understanding teachers’ narratives is essential to understanding how teachers’ identities are connected to their work (Connelly & Clandinin, 1999; Knowles, 1992) because the identity a teacher embodies in the classroom affects how and what they will teach. Alsup (2006) explains that learning to be a teacher involves “doing borderland discourse”, a process by which pre-service and beginning teachers learn how to move from one discursive space to another, such as from a student to a teacher. Importantly, Alsup argues that adopting a teacher identity is harder for some teachers than others because a teacher’s identity is comprised of multiple components. Specifically, she says: “If a new teacher is not a member of the middle class, White, female, and heterosexual, the difficulty of the transition is exaggerated” (p. 7). Thus, when a beginning teacher is not already part of the discursive spaces that are normalized in teaching—that is, middle-class, White, female, and heterosexual—they have more borderlands to negotiate and may encounter more struggles in the process of becoming a teacher. While White teachers struggle to understand how to incorporate different aspects of themselves and others’ perceptions of them into a cohesive teacher identity, Asian American teachers must also contend with how to negotiate how others perceive them because of their race.

Because race and ethnicity tend to be salient identifiers for teachers of color, it is important to examine how they live out their cultural identities in the classroom (Clark & Flores, 2001). Yet, as Takaki (1989), Lowe (1991), Espiritu (1992), and Ngo (2010) have suggested, not all people of color identify with their race or ethnicity in the same way, or to the same degree. Some teachers are not conscious of how their ethnic and racial identities affect their role in the classroom and instead must learn how to embrace, negotiate, and incorporate these identities into their teaching (Clark & Flores, 2001; Cozart, 2010; Miller, 2008; Nyugen, 2009). Other studies have shown that teachers of color who are aware of their racial and ethnic identities bring something unique to the classroom because they can serve as “agents of change” (Villegas & Lucas, 2002, as cited in Achinstein & Ogawa, 2011). For example, teachers of color may use personal experience to connect to their students (Ladson-Billings, 1994; Mensah, 2009). Other teachers tailor their teaching to be relevant to students’ prior experiences (Brown, 2009; Gomez, Rodriguez, & Agosto, 2008; Wong, 2008). Still other teachers engage in subversive education in order to challenge the notion that students of color are lacking in ability (Achinstein & Ogawa, 2011; Arce, 2004; Farrugio, 2009; Foster, 1997; Frederick & View, 2009). Interestingly, while some scholars posit that students prefer race-matched teaching, which is when a teacher’s race matches the student’s race (Dickar, 2008; Ochoa, 2007), other studies find that students of color deem teachers of color as culturally suspect (Achinstein & Aguirre, 2008). In all of these cases, a teacher’s identity and his/her understanding of that identity is important and relevant to classroom relationships and events. In particular, I am interested in understanding how teachers with different racial identities from those of their students negotiate these borderlands. I use Ladson-Billings’ (1994) work in particular to help me understand this concept, as she has written about White teachers’ abilities to successfully reach their African American students. To understand Asian American teachers’ identities, and in this case, Southeast Asian American teachers’ identities, it is important to recognize how Asian Americans are racialized, and the various ways in which these discourses are adopted.
The racial paradigm of the United States stresses Black-White relations (Okihiro, 1994; Wu, 2003) and renders Asian Americans invisible (Lee, 2005). When Asian Americans are included, they are typically framed in one of two ways. The first is within an historically situated discourse, that of “yellow peril”—as dangerous and untrustworthy foreigners (Wu, 2003). This image is hardly flattering. The second way Asian Americans are framed is along a hierarchical racial continuum, as better-than-Blacks but not-as-good as Whites (Kim, 1999). They are located in a third space (Kim, 1999), triangulated between Blacks and Whites. Instead of attributing Asian American financial and academic success to immigration patterns, it has been credited to hard work and inherent intelligence (Prashad, 2000). By upholding Asian Americans as the model minority (Tuan, 1998; Kim, 1999), other minority groups are framed as less-than. While this positive stereotype might be considered flattering especially when compared to being a “yellow peril,” because Asian Americans are only given “honorary White” status through this myth, they do not actually benefit from White privilege. Moreover, the illusion of being better-than has created tensions between Black and Asian American communities, resulting in a division, rather than a pooling of resources, to combat racist ideologies and practices (Hayes & Hartlep, 2013).

In addition, by framing Asian Americans as successful achievers, their differing needs are overlooked. For example, even when students are not high-achieving, they are assumed to do well in school (Wong, 1980). The essentializing power of the model minority myth has played the biggest role in the racialization and racial lumping of Asians in the United States, and has made it difficult for many struggling Asian American students to actually get the help they need from teachers (Nance, 2007). Teachers do not see past students’ Asian appearances and do not recognize that they each have different learning abilities; instead their individual needs remain invisible.

Further complicating this flawed perception of Asian Americans is the fact that educational attainment differs across ethnicity. While East Asian and South Asian groups have historically been educationally and financially successful because of their immigration circumstances (Lee, 2009), many Southeast Asian Americans face barriers with respect to these issues (National Commission on Asian American and Pacific Islander Research in Education/CARE; Lee, 2009). In large part because the immigration circumstances for Southeast Asians have been very different from those of East Asian and South Asian groups, Southeast Asian ethnic groups, including Vietnamese, Cambodians, Laotians, and Hmong, experience much lower rates of educational attainment (CARE, 2015; Chiang, Fisher, Collins, & Tin, 2015). As these lower-achieving students do not conform to normative standards of the model minority, Southeast Asians have been “blackened” (Lee, 2005), and portrayed as having “urban” and “hip hop” identities (Lee, 2005; Ngo, 2010) rather than being associated with the “Whitened” identities so often associated with East Asian Americans.

It is significant to note that the model minority discourse not only shapes how Asian Americans are viewed by non-Asians, but that the stereotype also influences how Asian Americans view themselves. Some Asian Americans believe that studying hard and getting good grades is inherently cultural, and that parents who are not overly pushy about getting A’s are less “traditionally” Asian (Chow, 2014). They believe that playing the role of the model minority is positive, and that conforming to these standards is a way of earning respect from White Americans (Lee, 2009). Other Asian Americans challenge the...
stereotype by adopting “a culture of resistance” (Lee, 2009; Ogbu, 1987). They actively seek to defy the practices that are deemed normative by the stereotype, and take pride in their different approach to school. Finally, there are also Asian Americans who view race in more political terms. These Asian Americans believe in challenging racism and in coalition building with other communities of color, and are more inclined to identify as people of color than as just Asian American (Lee, 2009; Philip, 2014).

There are competing discourses surrounding who Asian Americans are and who Southeast Asian Americans are, particularly with respect to education. While the Southeast Asian teachers in my study may be stereotyped according to the discursive regimes the model minority stereotype imposes on them, their lived experiences reflect this trajectory in uneven ways. Additionally, there are many Asian American teachers who work in low-income neighborhoods and with students of color. It is important to explore what happens when Asian Americans who identify not just as Asian American, but also as people of color, choose to teach these students, such as the two in my study.

Methods

Data Collection

The data for this article are drawn from a larger, multiple case study on Asian American teachers. The teachers in the larger study represent a variety of Asian ethnicities and immigrant histories, and teach different age groups and subjects in different school settings across the country. I employed purposive sampling (Patton, 2001) to identify participants, both through personal contacts and through snowball sampling.

At the time this study was conducted, the two teachers of focus in this paper, who were chosen for this paper because of their Southeast Asian heritage, taught in urban schools: one in South Minneapolis, and one in New York City. I conducted one of the interviews over Skype, and the other one over the phone—participants were given a choice between a phone and video interview. Using technology to conduct my interviews enabled me to interview teachers from different parts of the country rather than just one location (Hanna, 2012), adding to the diversity of experiences in my sample.

I audio-recorded and transcribed my interviews. The initial semi-structured interviews lasted 60 to 90 minutes. Follow-up interviews, which were conducted the following school year, lasted 30 to 60 minutes. I employed member-checking (Saldaña, 2009) as a way to ensure the validity of the data I had collected for this larger study. Additionally, I conducted a third interview with both participants while writing this paper to include my participants in a conversation to further my analyses.

Positionality of Researcher

I am a former secondary English literature teacher, and my interest in studying Asian American teachers is borne out of my own classroom experiences. These identities that I had in common with my participants—both professionally and racially—served as a point of connection. Both teachers were interested in participating because no one had ever asked
them what it was like to be an Asian American teacher, and the chance to reflect on these experiences was intriguing. There were several times they would begin to tell a story, and then stop and say “you know,” to indicate that they felt I had insider status (Creswell, 2009). At the same time, I recognize that my identities diverge from those of my participants, particularly the two of focus in this paper. I do not share the immigration history or class status of their families, nor are we from the same ethnic or language backgrounds. There are also professional differences in our pathways to becoming educators, and in the grades/subjects we teach. Additionally, as an East Asian American, I realize that my identity has been shaped by the model minority stereotype in different ways from my Southeast Asian American participants.

Thus, while our common identities certainly served as a point of entry for me in gaining trust from my participants, I recognize that my experiences are not the same as theirs. Reflexivity as “introspection” is an element that I have examined carefully in analyzing my data (Wells, 2011). It has been important to make a conscious effort not to superimpose my own experiences, beliefs, and opinions on those of my participants. This is one reason I invited these two participants to join me in my analysis of the original project’s data—to ensure that I was representing their voices with authenticity. Additionally, while I could have easily analyzed the information they already provided and stopped there, this left me with a simplistic view of their educational and teaching experiences, and a stunted understanding of the role of Asian Americans in classrooms. In order to arrive at a more nuanced understanding of the complexities of being Asian American in educational spaces, I found it necessary to invite my participants to comment further on the roles of race and privilege in their classroom experiences, both as students and as educators.

### Data Analysis

I begin this section by providing biographical sketches of my two participants, Bounmy and Mai-Li (both pseudonyms), the two teachers whose narratives I highlight in this article. From there, I highlight three themes that emerged from their narratives. I end each of these sections by posing questions that illuminate the tensions of being Asian American that are not fully addressed by the interview data I originally collected. Finally, I conclude the data analysis section with responses from the participants’ third interviews. The responses do not simplify the complexities of the participants’ positionalities, but instead provide greater understandings of these nuances.

### Bounmy

Bounmy is from Laos, and spent the first two years of her life in a refugee camp in Thailand before immigrating to the Midwest in the 1980s. She is the youngest of three daughters. She describes her childhood neighborhood as poor and “rough,” which is one reason she chose to attend a magnet high school that was farther away from her home than her local high school.
Bounmy was a fifth year high school math teacher when I conducted my first interview with her. Bounmy has taught at two different schools, both of which are located in low-income neighborhoods in Minneapolis. The student population in her first school was entirely African American. The population in her second school is comprised of African immigrants. When I spoke to her the first time, she talked about how proud she was to have stayed in teaching for five years, but mentioned that she was starting to experience burnout. She was in the process of pursuing a Ph.D. in Math Education, and talked about how although she wanted to remain in education, she had doubts that she would remain a classroom teacher much longer. By the time I conducted my follow-up interview with her, Bounmy was a full-time Ph.D. student in STEM Education. She had left the classroom but remained a consultant at the two schools where she had been a teacher. Bounmy has since completed her dissertation, and is currently working with undergraduate students as the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Education Coordinator at a university in the Bay Area.

Mai-Li

Mai-Li was born in Vietnam and immigrated to the United States with her parents as refugees when she was four years old. Mai-Li is the older child of two and grew up in a housing project in Seattle, in a neighborhood with many other Southeast Asian refugee families. She attended her local elementary and middle schools, but under the advisement of her teachers, bused to a comprehensive high school farther from home, where the “academics are much more rigorous.”

Mai-Li was in her second year of teaching through Teach for America when we spoke for the first time. She had transferred from her first school in the South Bronx for safety reasons (one of her students in her first school had become violent toward her and other adults in the school) to a school in Chinatown, Manhattan. The student population at her school in the Bronx was largely Latino, while the students in the Chinatown School are mostly Chinese. However, since she is a special education teacher, her students were a more racially diverse group than both schools’ general populations. After taking a break to finish her Master’s degree full-time, Mai-Li resumed teaching. She is currently faculty at a middle school in the Pacific Northwest.

“It Was Through My Teachers”

At first glance, it appears that both Bounmy and Mai-Li are successful embodiments of the model minority stereotype. They were both raised in low-income neighborhoods by parents who do not have college degrees, work low-wage jobs and who lack English fluency, and yet they went on to graduate from college, earn graduate degrees, and hold professional careers. Bounmy and Mai-Li fit the image of being “exemplary minorities who gain success through sheer effort and determination” (Lee, 2009, p. 7). However, what is missing from this picture are the concerted efforts of their teachers, whom both participants credit with their success. For example, Bounmy recalls:
Between 3rd and 5th grade . . . teachers would pull me out of [the] classroom because they thought I was talented . . . so because I had teachers who took the time to realize that I had a gift, you know, I thought that that kind of contributed to my positive feelings toward school . . . I had people who really believed in me; they happened to be math teachers, but a few weren’t . . . All of my teachers were very supportive of my plan. Some of them even helped me find scholarships.

Similarly, Mai-Li says:

I really had teachers who really cared. They made . . . my parents feel very welcome . . . it was a very inclusive place . . . I think it was through my teachers in middle school who were like, you need to go to Mountainside [for high school]. This is what you need to do . . . And they told my parents . . . and so my teachers sort of sent me to Mountainside and my parents were very supportive . . . I had a teacher who played lacrosse . . . she was like, you should play a sport . . . she bought me a lacrosse stick . . . helped me pay for the fee to be on the lacrosse team . . .

Bounmy and Mai-Li’s narratives reveal that their success is not merely a product of determination or effort, or even of opportunity. Instead, teachers who cared enough to invest in their futures created opportunities for them. Teachers recognized that both women were academically talented, and nurtured that promise. In addition, their teachers fostered their development through monetary means—in Bounmy’s case, by helping to fund or find funding for her post-secondary education, and in Mai-Li’s case, by providing the means for her to participate in extracurricular activities that she could include on her college application.

Although Bounmy and Mai-Li’s parents encouraged them to earn an education, they did not have the knowledge or means to enact a “concerted cultivation” parenting style (Lareau, 2011) because they did not know to place them in extracurricular activities, or how to navigate the college admissions process. Instead, their teachers took on this role and helped them achieve their academic goals. Could they still have succeeded through sheer determination and effort? Possibly. But, it is clear that having several mentors who helped guide the way made a difference in their lives.

Thus, Bounmy and Mai-Li’s narratives add some complexity to the model minority stereotype. Their academic achievements, while in alignment with the stereotype, are not merely products of their race, or ethnicity, or because of their “Asian” work ethic (Lee, 2009). Instead, their accomplishments are the outcomes of ongoing encouragement and cultivation from teachers who knew how to guide their educational pathways. It could even be argued that their teachers’ interventions are what kept Bounmy and Mai-Li from adopting an “oppositional” stance towards education (Ogbu, 1987). Both could be considered involuntary immigrants, whose families immigrated to escape an inhospitable political climate, rather than simply to attain a better lifestyle. Ogbu (1987) does not include Asian refugees in his examples of involuntary immigrants. However, other scholars have used his work to explain how some Southeast Asian Americans adopt the notion that educational success is a path toward financial success, and others resist education as a personal pathway toward mobility (Chiang et al., 2015; Lee, 2005). Clearly, much of Bounmy and Mai-Li’s success is owed to their parents’ beliefs that educational success is
a trajectory towards economic success and social mobility. It is worth considering whether having teachers who cultivated this belief further reinforced these ideas.

An additional point to consider is whether their teachers chose to help and encourage them because they are Asian American. That is, did their teachers expect them to do well because they themselves had been socialized to believe that Asian American students achieve? Would their teachers have recognized and encouraged their talents if they did not look like model minorities? This a question we will return to later.

**Teaching for Social Justice**

Given that their teachers were such a big influence on their lives, it is not surprising that Bounmy and Mai-Li are driven to teach to “give back” to students what was given to them. Both teachers discuss how important it is for them to teach and serve specific communities—the types of communities they grew up in. Bounmy reflects on why she works with low-income students:

> The reason why I wanted to be a teacher was to reach a certain demographic. So for me not to teach at a low-income school would . . . I think all students deserve to have good teachers . . . what my teachers did I wanted to do for my students, which was help me find scholarships, help them in whatever way they needed . . . I’ve written checks to colleges for students that I thought could use that boost or lift. Because someone has done it for me for many years.

Mai-Li has similar motivations:

> At [my school in the Bronx] during the summer, every Friday, I would go back up to the Bronx and go to our neighborhood library and a lot of my students showed up to read with me . . . I really made myself available to those families . . . the bigger picture of why I’m a teacher is social justice, student achievement, giving students what my teachers gave to me . . . I want to be a teacher that will work with really high poverty students, or students . . . who are low-income students of color . . .

Teaching is not simply a job for most teachers (Alsup, 2006; Britzman, 1986; Chong & Low, 2009); teachers teach because they believe in making a difference in their students’ lives. Yet, for Bounmy and Mai-Li, there is an added layer of motivation. They recognize that low-income students deserve the same high quality teaching that higher-income students automatically receive. For them, teaching is an act of social justice because by committing to working with low-income students, they are disrupting normative discourses about who deserves a high quality education. To Bounmy and Mai-Li, teaching is also about more than just being in the classroom. It is about investing in their students’ lives—in monetary ways, such as by funding a student’s college application fee, and also with time, by meeting students in their neighborhood, outside of school to foster relationships with them and their families.
Both teachers are motivated to teach for social justice because it is a way for them to give back to students in whom they see themselves. But, what are the complexities surrounding a social justice teaching agenda? What does it mean for an Asian American teacher to work in low-income neighborhoods when racial discourses have marked them as financially successful? How is it perceived when an Asian American teacher teaches in a school where the majority student population is Latino or Black? Are they viewed as fellow people of color, or are they and their motivations viewed as suspect?

Class, Race, Gender, and Role-Modeling

It is important to consider how Bounmy and Mai-Li’s intersectional identities both facilitate their acceptance by and prevent them from fitting into their school communities. Intersectionality acknowledges and affirms the interactions between race, class, gender, and other social positions in shaping identity and relationships. First conceptualized and coined by Black feminist scholars as a way to understand the “triple oppression” of African American women (Crenshaw, 1989) who lack race, gender, and class privilege, Asian American feminists have borrowed from this idea to describe their own double or triple oppression (Shah, 1997). Asian American scholars also make use of the concept of intersectionality to resist the discourse that Asian Americans are a homogeneous group (Yanagisako, 1994). Instead, by focusing on differences in gender, class, and sexuality among Asian Americans, scholars are able to have a more productive conversation about the heterogeneity (Lowe, 1991) of the Asian American experience.

Bounmy and Mai-Li are both very proud of their Lao and Vietnamese backgrounds, respectively. Both also recognize their gender identities as women. On being an Asian American female math teacher, Bounmy says,

It was the female mathematicians that took interest in me . . . I don’t think it’s because I’m Asian, I think it’s more because I was a woman . . . yes, I’m aware of the advantages that come with [being Asian American] in my field. But there are also disadvantages . . . you’re either overlooked or you’re the center of attention. There’s no middle with the Asian American and woman.

Bounmy’s observations of what it is like to be marked in a racialized and gendered body reflect the complexities of having an intersectional identity where neither identity confers privilege (as a woman of color). Bounmy’s statement also speaks to the tensions associated with the model minority stereotype—that while her racial appearance may mark her as being gifted in math, her gendered appearance may not. So, while Bounmy’s area of expertise reifies one stereotype, it contests another.

Of all of their multiple identities, Bounmy and Mai-Li’s connections with their students and their goals of teaching for social justice are largely facilitated by their class identities. For example, Bounmy says:

You could say [I’m] quite proud of my journey. But I don’t think it has anything to do with me being Asian. It’s more of a journey about growing up poor and beating the odds.
Mai-Li also comments:

I think about class where I come from and how I relate to my students on a much larger, more prominent level than I do about my race. I tend to feel like I don’t even think about my race and all I think about is class.

For these teachers, class is a much more salient identity in their professional lives than any of their other identities. It is possible that this is because they have only taught in low-income neighborhoods, and because they do not teach students of the same ethnic backgrounds. (Bounmy has worked with African American and African immigrant students, and Mai-Li has worked with mostly Latino students and Black students. Though Mai-Li has taught Chinese students, she says she would feel more strongly connected to Vietnamese students.) The salience of class identity might also be a product of the fact that as students, both teachers’ experiences were strongly shaped by class. Earlier, I provided examples of how Bounmy and Mai-Li’s teachers supported them through monetary means: by helping them look for scholarships, and by using their own money to buy them things, like a lacrosse stick. Bounmy also stresses that her journey is about “beating the odds” more than anything else.

And yet, although Bounmy and Mai-Li believe that their class identities afford them with a unique connection to their students, this connection is not always or has not always been mutual. Bounmy recalls that before students in her school knew her background and reputation, they thought she was a “privileged, adopted Asian child.” She says, “I remember someone said, ‘who do you think you are? You’re going to come save us…but after that now everybody that knows me knows what I’m all about. I’m this teacher who grew up where you grew up.’” This anecdote highlights the complexities of being an Asian American teacher. Despite the fact that Bounmy perceives herself as “one of them” with respect to her students, her racial identity is regarded as suspect (Achinstein & Aguirre, 2008), and she must negotiate the “borderlands” (Alsup, 2006) that exist between these differing racial communities.

Her students view Bounmy vis-à-vis two prominent discourses associated with Asian Americans. First, they assume that she is adopted because she speaks unaccented English, which speaks to the idea that Asian Americans are “forever foreigners” (Tuan, 1998; Wu, 2003), and will never be authentic Americans. Her students’ best explanation for her perfect English is adoption by White Americans, or “authentic” Americans, which speaks to the pervasiveness of this discourse. Secondly, her students label her as a privileged outsider based on her appearance. Without knowledge of how she grew up, her students use the model minority stereotype as a lens through which to make sense of her racial identity. They assume that because she is Asian American, she is privileged. It is only after she has speaks of her own struggles that her students accept her as one of them, and the advice that she gives them.

Both teachers rely on the discourse of “beating the odds” to guide their teaching goals and to motivate their students. Mai-Li talks extensively about being a “change agent.” She says:
I’m going to be the teacher that…helps turn their life around and I’m gonna be the person who cares for them even when no one else cares for them…I’ve also realized that having come from that, having came from that background I have a much better understanding of what parents need and what students need…I have that privilege of being able to see where they’re coming from because I’ve also been there so I want to continue that…and if I have that understanding, like it’s almost my responsibility…to be able to give back to that community.

Mai-Li, who has left her government subsidized housing community by achieving educational success (her parents still live there), believes that she is equipped to help other students do the same, and that she is uniquely positioned to do so because of her personal experience. She believes that if she was able to be successful with prompting from her teachers, she can do the same for her students, or even more, because she knows what it is like to be from “that background.” Though Mai-Li does not share stories about her life with her students, perhaps because they are still young, she shares her cell phone number with students’ parents and encourages them to call her whenever they need to, an action that demonstrates she is willing to go above and beyond what is required of her by her job. Mai-Li resists the ideologies of “subtractive schooling” (Valenzuela, 2012) and instead role-models how education outside of the classroom, through personal relationships with students’ parents, can yield success.

Bounmy takes a more explicit approach, perhaps because her students are older, and relays the stories that she has shared with them. For example, she says:

[I tell them] I’m this teacher who grew up where you grew up. I always let them know specific stories about—I used to chase after the city bus at night because I would be studying so late and we didn’t have a car and I didn’t want to wake up my parents. And I would tell them about hardships that I faced so they could at least appreciate the effort that I’m trying to do for them. Some of them wouldn’t get it the first time around, but I do notice that they get it eventually.

Bounmy repeatedly tells stories to teach her students about succeeding in school and in life. In utilizing this “critical storytelling” (Hartlep & Hensley, 2015) pedagogy with students, she attempts and succeeds at legitimizing her identity as one of them. It is through her stories of running after the bus that she is able to convince her students that she is just like them and therefore trustworthy. Bounmy believes that by telling and showing her students how she succeeded, they will find success too.

Role-modeling is central to these teachers’ pedagogies. Their visions of teaching are based on reaching out to students who grew up the way they did—without social capital or much access to educational opportunities. Both Bounmy and Mai-Li believe that they succeeded because of their own teachers’ investments in them, and they believe if they invest in their students, they will yield similar outcomes. Thus, they have made it their mission to teach in low-income neighborhoods, to serve students of color, and to make themselves available to these students and their families. Through implicit and explicit role-modeling, Mai-Li and Bounmy have positioned themselves to help their students find academic success. Through these actions, both teachers resist the discourse of the model minority stereotype that frames Asian American students as successful and all other
students of color as low-achieving. They help to re-frame the conversation around low-income students and students of color and advocate that all students can be high achievers.

However, it is useful to examine their intentions not only with respect to the shared class status they have with their students, but also with respect to their dissimilar racial experiences. That is, although Asian American students are given the benefit of the doubt, even when they are struggling in class (Nance, 2007), Black and Latino students are not. Are Bounmy and Mai-Li aware of these differences? Do they acknowledge the privilege that comes with being Asian American in educational settings, and do they recognize that their Black and Latino students do not share these privileges? Bounmy and Mai-Li are intimately familiar with what it takes to overcome financial barriers, language barriers, and the challenges of being first-generation college students. Because of this, they are equipped to serve low-income students. But, is an understanding of class inequalities sufficient, or do they also need to know how to navigate the complexities of class-race identities and barriers in order to help their students?

Reflections on Race, Class, Gender, and Teaching

As indicated earlier, I invited Bounmy and Mai-Li to respond to the first three sections to help me further understand how race has (and has not) played a role in their educational experiences, both as students and teachers. Here are their responses.

On Being an Asian American Student

Bounmy reflects:

I don’t think it [my teachers supporting me] had to do with me being Asian . . . I remember that many of us [of different racial backgrounds] were given support . . . I feel like I have way more of an awareness in my graduate school years as far as differences in academic performance, differences in opportunity and access . . . when I was younger I . . . I guess the only difference I really noticed was like we spoke different languages. I didn’t really notice that we were treated differently in that Asians were treated differently than Hispanics or Blacks. But I did notice that [there] were definitely an overwhelming number of let’s say, more White students than there were other students in certain classes, yes . . . There were a lot of White students, and there were a few Asian and fewer Blacks. So in that sense I did notice. But as far as like the details of it, I would say it wasn’t until later when I became a teacher that I realized how big of a gap there really is in achievement.

Bounmy maintains that her teachers supported her because of her “desire to learn” and her eagerness as a student. And yet, looking back, she remembers that the classes she was placed in were not evenly represented with respect to race, though it was not until many years later that she realized why. Although Bounmy’s race may not have had much to do with why her teachers invested in her education, race did play a role in shaping the broad landscape of her educational experience, with regards to who was allowed to be in
certain classes. It was something Bounmy did not have to pay attention to, both because of her Asian background and because she was an honors student. Thus, although the discourse of the model minority may not have played an explicit role in Bounmy’s educational opportunities, I would argue that it operated in indirect ways to shield her from the educational inequalities that other students of color face. This in itself is a privilege.

Mai-Li explains why she became a teacher—to serve students like her brother, who did not get the attention that he needed to do well in school.

I . . . grew up in a high-poverty family, didn’t have a lot of resources, but I was a really good student so my teachers really paid attention to me. And my brother, even though we grew up in the same family, he was a tough kid—he wasn’t the best student, he didn’t have like behavioral issues at school, but he really struggled academically . . . they didn’t support him whereas they supported me.

Mai-Li attributes her teachers’ efforts to the fact that she was a student who showed promise, and who was eager to learn. Her brother, who did not display the same qualities, did not get the same attention. One way to read this story is that Mai-Li’s teachers recognized her potential because she was a good student.

A second way to interpret this story is to understand that it was easy for Mai-Li’s teachers to dote on her because she fit their framework for what a good student looks like—she was eager, bright, and additionally, she was Asian American. However, because her brother was not the same kind of student, he did not get the attention she did. The model minority stereotype hurts struggling students because they do not get the attention they need (Lee, 2009; Nance, 2007; Thorstensson, 2013). When teachers assume that Asian American students are good students, the ones who need more help do not get assistance and suffer academically. Therefore, it is possible that Mai-Li’s brother did not warrant his teachers’ attention because he did not excel, and also did not fit the stereotype.

It is difficult to assess whether the model minority stereotype influenced how Bounmy and Mai-Li’s teachers treated them without speaking to the teachers themselves. However, it is worth considering that Bounmy and Mai-Li benefitted from fitting into this mold—they were both good students, and this behavior reinforced what teachers are taught to think about Asian American students. Additionally, it is important to ponder how Bounmy’s abilities and perhaps her race operated to shield her from the educational inequities that other students of color faced.

On Whether Being Asian American Matters in Teaching Black and Latino Students

I have already detailed how Bounmy’s students view her as privileged, and how they assume she is an adopted Asian child before they learn where she grew up. Bounmy further explains:

I wouldn’t say [hardships and inequalities are] more emphasized for Black students than Asian students because I grew up in a neighborhood with a lot of Asian gangs, and I grew up in a neighborhood where there were Black students, and they weren’t in gangs. So I don’t want to compare exactly, but will say that that’s what I think
makes the rapport piece so important. When I teach I always share my story, my background because I don’t look like them. I don’t…look like I have something in common with them, but when I share where I grew up with them, which is…literally … blocks away [from where they live]… So it wasn’t difficult for them to relate or have that rapport with me.

As I explained earlier, although Bounmy’s students do not accept her immediately, once they learn about how and where she grew up, she is able to build rapport with them. Because being Asian American serves as a barrier between Bounmy and her students, her class status and childhood experiences end up being the point of connection she is able to make with her students. Bounmy’s narrative speaks to the importance of “intersectionality” (Crenshaw, 1989; Crenshaw, 1991; Shah, 1997). Does being Asian American benefit Bounmy in society as compared to her Black students? Certainly. Even they believe she is privileged. However, Bounmy and her students view her experiences through a race-class lens, where race and class are held in equal weight to each other in determining Bounmy’s life experiences, in shaping her pedagogy, and in how her students view her. The inequalities that Bounmy has faced as a low-income student of color who grew up “in a neighborhood with a lot of Asian gangs” matter more in her classroom context than the color of her skin.

Bounmy acknowledges and recognizes racial and gender differences, but explains that holding her students to high standards, rather than dwelling on their lack of privilege is the key to her pedagogical approach:

I don’t want to say I don’t see color when I teach because I definitely see color. I definitely see background; I definitely see religion, I hear it. But what I will say is when you teach students, you want to teach them as if they were going to be either (a) your own children, (b) children of presidents and celebrities. If you teach people in general—not just students—with dignity and with respect, and that they can do great things—guess what? They do great things.

Thus, because the model minority stereotype does not operate within the confines of her classroom, and all students are recognized as having potential, she is able to turn low-scoring students into high-scoring students who have high levels of conceptual understandings of math. While Bounmy does not explicitly address issues of privilege and inequity in her classroom, she believes that her approach in holding all students to a standard of excellence and providing them with the support that they need to reach levels of proficiency, and later, excellence, that she is able to overcome the negative perceptions her students may have internalized from the educational system.

Mai-Li has a slightly different experience now that she has moved back to Seattle and works with Latino, Black, and Vietnamese students. She explains that in New York City, her Vietnamese background did not have as much of an impact on her teaching, both because her students were younger, and because she did not work with any Vietnamese students. Thus, her point of connection with her Latino and Black students in New York City was based on a common socioeconomic experience, and it worked—just as this point of connection works for Bounmy. However, at her current school in Seattle, Mai-Li struggles with having the same level of connection with all of her students. She explains:
When I was in New York . . . I taught a majority Latino and Black students . . . But now our . . . school in Seattle . . . is different and so I do have a lot of Asian students that I very much connect to, and I connect to their families. But then it’s been hard to connect with my African-American and Hispanic students . . . And feel like I tell my story like everyday . . . And when I talk to parents, like especially with parents that we . . . want to recruit for our school. Like they really are interested in why we do this work. And there’s a lot of trust that happens . . . and so I always tell them like I grew up in this neighborhood, and I had the privilege and opportunity to go to college and to move away, and to have options in my life. And so many of my friends who also grew up in this neighborhood, in this community, did not have that option. And so I do tell my story for parents to help them think long-term about what is possible for their children, and kind of like what needs to happen for their kids to get there.

Just as with Bounmy, Mai-Li has to make a case to her Black and Latino students that she understands their experiences, even if it does not look like she does. Her story of beating the odds in the same neighborhood that these students are from goes a long way in making connections. And yet, there is still a lot of negotiating around race that she must do because they are from dissimilar backgrounds. Instead of having to negotiate borderlands (Alsup, 2006) with respect to White racialized spaces, she and Bounmy work to negotiate the racialized lines across various communities of color. Her students do not yet have the knowledge that Bounmy’s high school students have about the model minority stereotype and the means through which to racialize her through this lens. Instead, as younger children, they engage in a more overt process of othering their teacher. Mai-Li explains:

There were many incidences this year where like I had students who [were saying] Asian slurs. And I . . . like when I think about like how do I support those students in understanding that saying that is the same as any racial comment . . . I’m the only Asian American teacher on our staff right now . . . I don’t think that others could have had the impact that I did in teaching and support those students in understanding a lot of the Asian racial things that they were doing and not understanding, right? And so it may be like at the middle-school level, kids are exploring and doing things that I didn’t see at the elementary level, and I think it is imperative for them to be exposed to different types of teachers from all different races. And I think it’s important for all different kind of teachers to be on campus to directly address racial slurs, whatever is coming up, to directly address it with the students.

Mai-Li’s students may not have the language with which to express their suspicions (Achinstein & Aguirre, 2008) of her yet, but their actions speak otherwise. Mai-Li struggles with how to reconcile the differences with how she is able to more easily connect with her Vietnamese students versus her Black and Latino students. Thus, being Asian American does matter in these subtle ways. On whether Mai-Li explicitly addresses issues of difference, privilege, and inequity with her students, she says:
We are working on that . . . conversations around equity and where we come from. Like we try to have these conversations on the reality of what it is . . . I know kids at the middle school like are really angry about [the stats on graduating], and so we’re starting to bridge those conversations . . . we talk a lot about our mission at our school, and why our school exists.

Although not fully developed, Mai-Li and her colleagues are beginning to cultivate strategies for talking with students about the educational inequities that they have faced, and how to overcome them. They make their students aware that this school is different from others because it was founded to support the academic achievement of underserved students.

Ultimately, however, what matters is that Bounmy and Mai-Li have made conscious efforts to forge a point of connection with their students. They understand that although they are from similar class backgrounds as their students, their different racial experiences can prevent their students from seeing that they grew up in the same neighborhoods as their students did. Thus, they work hard to build relationships with their students and their students’ families so that their students understand theirs goals to help them succeed. Similar to what Ladson-Billings (1994) has found in culturally relevant teachers of African American students, Bounmy and Mai-Li have shown themselves to be excellent teachers of students of color because they “believe all students can succeed” (Ladson-Billings, 1994, p. 44) and they “see themselves as part of the community, see their teaching as giving back to the community” (Ladson-Billings, 1994, p. 38). By expecting excellence from their students and more importantly, providing the support these students need to achieve excellence, Bounmy and Mai-Li implicitly and explicitly show their students that race and class need not be a barrier to academic success, even if others have said otherwise.

Conclusion

Asian Americans do not get to choose when they will be stereotyped as a model minority and when they will not. This racial discourse is pervasive and influences the ways in which Asian Americans are perceived by themselves and others. However, Asian Americans do get to choose when they will reify this stereotype and when they will disrupt it. Both Bounmy and Mai-Li have chosen to reframe the conversation around who they themselves are, and who their students are. Both teachers demonstrate that their educational successes are not attributed to one’s race, but rather to educational opportunity and support. Additionally, both teachers resist using the model minority stereotype to understand themselves or their Black and Latino students, and instead insist that all students can be high-achieving when they are given appropriate resources and held to high standards. Moreover, both teachers have seized the opportunity to re-frame how their students view Asian Americans, such as when Bounmy challenges the idea that she is “privileged” and “adopted,” and when Mai-Li tells her students how their racial slurs impact her.

Bounmy and Mai-Li have the advantage of sharing a class background with their students, which has given them firsthand knowledge in how to build rapport with their
students and students’ parents. But, this does not mean that only teachers of low-income backgrounds can serve low-income students, nor does it mean that only teachers of the same racial background can successfully serve students of the same background (Banks & Banks, 2009; Gay, 2002; Howard, 2006; Ladson-Billings, 1994; Matias, 2013; Nieto, 2000; Sleeter, 1996; Villegas & Lucas, 2007). Bounmy and Mai-Li demonstrate how Asian American teachers can be excellent teachers to all students of color.

Bounmy and Mai-Li’s narratives provide ideas on how teachers from any background can teach for social justice. Their narratives demonstrate that (a) teachers must have a willingness to believe that their students can succeed and that (b) teachers must be willing to support their students in achieving excellence. Additionally, (c) both Bounmy and Mai-Li advise teachers to examine themselves and their privilege before teaching students of any background. Bounmy advises:

I was and am in a position to build that rapport because my background naturally allowed me to be in tune with their needs—so someone who is from a different background would need to definitely reflect on how their privilege affects their relationship from expectations and beliefs about students. Then actions will follow . . . Beliefs are difficult to change but I also know excellent teachers who do not come from similar backgrounds as their students but they create access and opportunities through building relationships.

Mai-Li recommends:

I would tell them to be vulnerable to who they are, where they come from, and how they’re going to be challenged by students, by families . . . in their race and their privilege. And then I would say that they have to be open-minded to learn from others, and to learn from their students, and then to never stop reflecting and taking a step back on things that happen during the school day that trigger them. And I think at the end of the day, what matters is our ability to in the moment you do the best that you can with what you know. But then never being afraid to go back and reflect on it, and seek help. I think so many times, like we’re trying to connect with the student from different cultural backgrounds and we get embarrassed or we shut down . . . But we don’t stop to be like, OK, how can I educate myself or who can I reach out to, to support me in understanding this student and where they’re coming from.

Teaching is personal work, and it is a profession in which one’s identity will be challenged (Alsup, 2006). While the model minority stereotype produces moments of tensions for Bounmy and Mai-Li, they continue to disrupt this discourse by making it their mission to serve low-income students of color and teach their students that they are more than just a stereotype. All teachers can be effective teachers of social justice if they, too, are willing to invest in students, support their academic growth, and constantly reflect on how their identities and experiences intersect with their pedagogical approaches.
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